its effect on the system. This includes a loopback function
within each layer, and access to the major state variables
of each layer.
Since problem correction generally involves repairing
or replacing hardware, it is primarily a manual function.
Some problems, however, can be corrected by reinitializing some system component. For these problems, network management provides a function to stop and reinitialize each layer.
Planning. The planning functional category supplies
the network administrator with statistical information
about network use to help him plan wisely for future
growth. The investigation of network component use
divides into two categories:

(1) Is some resource usage nearing saturation; that is,
is it or will it soon be so heavily used that performance will
be unacceptable? This indicates when a particular resource
is likely to become loaded to the point that it will cause performance problems.
(2) What is the utilization efficiency? Is the load evenly
or unevenly spread out through time? The most effective
network growth strategy is different under those two
situations. With a uniform, heavy load it is reasonable to
buy new equipment; with sporadic peak loads a more
cost-effective solution might be to spread the peak loads
into more lightly loaded times.
The network management layer provides access to several planning statistics. The most visible of these is the
loading of the Ethernet coax itself. This is a moving average of the percentage of the total bandwidth which is actively being used. By observing this statistic the network
administrator can determine how well the network as a
whole is working. On a more localized level, a typical
statistic is how many transport control connections a
server has open. This gives an indication of how close th-at
server is to being saturated.
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To clarify the operation of iLNA as a whole, we present
an example of the data flow through the layers. Consider
the case of two processes, A and B, residing on two dif-

ferent nodes.
Application process A's request to communicate with
process B on some remote node requires the cooperation
and effective interaction of each communication layer on
both nodes. The source node's session control would
determine that process B resides at socket "n "; recall that
this pinpoints process B to a specific node on a specific
network at a specific port (via the port-ID). Next, session
control attempts to create a virtual circuit between the
source port and the destination port via the transport interface. Assuming no conflicts and a desire of the remote
process at the port to communicate, the virtual circuit is
established after the two transport modules exchange
connection information segments.
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